
EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY FOR HOLSTER  
AND ACCESSORY PRODUCTS
Safariland™ (the “Company”) warrants its holster products to be free from  
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of two (2) years from 
date of purchase. This warranty is subject to the proper Care and Main-
tenance of the product and proper use of the product as detailed in the 
Consumer and Safety Information.

If you believe this product has any defects in materials or workmanship, 
cease use immediately and contact customer service for a remedy. If a 
product proves to be defective in material or workmanship, we will repair 
or replace the product and send it to you at the Company’s expense. All 
returns must include the proof of purchase and documentation specifying 
the claimed defect.

This is a LIMITED WARRANTY, and is the sole and exclusive warranty of this 
product by the Company. It shall not be enlarged by any representations,  
descriptions, course of dealing, trade usage, rendering of technical advice, 
service or otherwise. Furthermore, it shall not be altered or expanded by 
any acts, statements, or agreements of any dealer, employee or agent of the  
Company (other than by a duly authorized officer of the Company).

THE COMPANY MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR 
STATUTORY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR ANY PUNITIVE, EX-
EMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, ANTICIPATED OR LOST 
PROFITS, INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, LOSS OF TIME, OR OTHER INDIRECT 
LOSSES OR EXPENSES THAT ARISE FROM ANY CAUSE RELATING TO 
THE PRODUCT, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF THE ACTION, WHETH-
ER IN TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY OR 
OTHERWISE, AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE COMPANY HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. 
SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCI-
DENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR  
EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIF-
IC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY 
FROM STATE TO STATE.

For any warranty issue, please contact customer care for a prompt reso-
lution to your concern at the number provided below.

(800) 347-1200 or (909) 923-7300.
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UNDERSTAND ENTIRE GUIDE. 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.

RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

READ BEFORE USE
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INNOVATION NOT IMITATION ™

IMPORTANT SAFETY WARNINGS 

•  Improper or careless use of a firearm and holster may result in 
serious injury or death. It is the user’s responsibility to have thorough 
knowledge of and be properly trained in all aspects of firearm and 
holster safety and use. 

•  Do not carry any handgun with a round in the chamber unless you 
have received professional training in the use of the handgun and 
holster and are willing to assume responsibility and risk (including 
accidental discharge) of carrying a loaded handgun. 

•  If your handgun is equipped with a safety lever, be sure that safety is 
engaged when holstering the handgun.

•  When drawing a handgun from a holster or placing it into a holster, 
do not place finger in the trigger guard or near the trigger guard. 
Position trigger finger adjacent to but away from the trigger and, 
if possible, support the tip of the finger on the front of the trigger 
guard.

•  When putting a handgun in the holster always place thumb over the 
hammer or behind the slide. 

•  Always secure the retaining or safety strap(s) on holster after 
inserting handgun in holster. 

•  Never holster any semi-automatic handgun in a single-action mode  
(except handguns which are single action only; ex. Colt 1911 or the 
Browning Hi-Power).

•  Do not attempt to cock a holstered handgun as this can cause severe 
damage to the handgun or holster or both and may contribute to an 
accidental discharge.

•  Always place hand on the handgun and holster when running or 
performing other vigorous activity.

•  Do not use customized, modified, worn or broken handguns or those 
that are not of original manufacturers specifications in Safariland 
holsters.

•  Do not, in any way modify, disassemble or remove any part from  
this holster.

• Do not rely on any holster being snatch proof. There is no such 
holster. Rely only on extensive, proper training and vigilance. 

•  It is the user’s responsibility to properly maintain the holster by 
checking components such as snaps, screw, etc. for proper function.

•  Be aware that handguns with lights mounted to them create an 
opening in the holster that could possibly allow access to the trigger. 

WARNING: Failure to heed these warnings or follow the operating 
instructions may result in accidental discharge of a handgun causing 
serious injury or death. 



The Incog X is an ergonomic, mission-adaptable, RDS compatible, deep 
concealment thermoformed IWB holster system. Newly redesigned and 
now features improved body profile and mounting clip functionality for 
various IWB carry positions. The holster line has evolved to include 
either rail-mounted-light compatible or nonlight (gun only) models. 
The new design is compatible with virtually all red dot sights and the 
most popular co-witnessing sights. All Incog X gun fits are available 
for purchase with or without the spare magazine mag caddy option. 
The completely redesigned mounting clips allow for more adaptability, 
improved grip acquisition, enhanced concealment and functionality all 
while reducing complexity and excessive hardware.

O V E R V I E W

Double check that the gun and light model being used are listed on the 
holster packaging label (Figure 1). If the light being used is equipped with 
a gun rail and fit optimizing insert feature, be sure that the correct one is 
installed for the gun model being used when attaching it to the firearm. Insert 
the gun into the holster. Adjust holster body’s red tension screw (Figure 2) to 
optimize gun fit and retention as desired. 

Q U I C K  S T A R T

If the Incog model purchased includes a mag caddy, insert magazine into 
it. Adjust mag caddy’s red tension screw to customize fit to the desired feel 
(Figure 3). Attach to Holster Body if preferred or install the extra flat clip 
provided to use separately if desired (Figure 4). 
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Make sure the offset clip’s or raised clip’s strut Insert is installed and both 
clips are securely positioned on the holster body (Figure 5). Loosen your 
belt. Insert the holster inside the waistline of your pants or shorts. Ensure 
that the belt clips are positioned over-the-belt and that each belt clip’s barb 
seats under the bottom edge of the belt (Figure 6). Retighten your belt to the 
desired fit and you’re ready to go!

FIG. 3

HOLSTER
The hybrid holster body design combines a firearm fit optimizing, durable 
and impact resistant Safarilaminate core with a cooling, easy-to-clean outer 
microfiber suede skin that simultaneously adds comfort while wicking away 
moisture. Firearm retention inside the holster is assisted by the integrated 
passive retention device (PRD). Holstering is easy and the user will feel and 
hear an audible click when the firearm is properly seated into the holster. 
Nonlight models feature a PRD design that utilizes the firearm’s trigger guard 
(Figure 7). Light models feature a new PRD design that utilizes the firearm’s 
ejection port geometry (Figure 8). Both light and nonlight Incog X models 
features a red washer accented, PRD tension adjustment screw (Figure 2) 
that can be loosened or tightened to customize fit, feel, and function.
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MAG CADDY
Each Incog X holster model is available with or without an optional spare 
magazine mag caddy. Magazine fit inside the mag caddy can be customized 
by the red washer accented tension adjustment screw (Figure 3). Loosen or 
tighten as needed to optimize fit and feel. The mag caddy can be attached 
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to the holster body to enhance the IWB holster system or be used and worn 
independently (Figure 4). To attach mag caddy to the holster body, remove 
both 1/2” screws, Chicago posts and flat clip (Figure 9). Position the caddy 
behind the holster body flange with the slots aligned with any pair of upper 
holster body eyelets. Install the Chicago Posts into the mag caddy slots, from 
the suede lined backside as shown (Figure 10). Reposition the flat clip and 
secure the mag caddy to the holster body with the two 5/8” screws provided 
in the accessory pack. Test fit holster system in the IWB wear position 
to double check mag caddy ride height and magazine access. If slight 
positional tweaks are needed to optimize magazine accessibility, loosen the 
screws and move the mag caddy within the slotted hole range. If larger 
positional tweaks are needed, remove mag caddy once again and reinstall 
in a different pair of holster eyelets. To use the mag caddy separately, install 
the additional flat clip with the two extra 1/4” screws and Chicago posts 
provided in the accessory kit (Figure 4).

BELT CLIPS
All Incog X holster models feature two outboard, durable and rigid polymer, 
over-the- belt style mounting clips that intuitively open and close into place 
while IWB positioning. An actuated finger tab flexes to open the clips, allowing 
for quick holster removal from the belt. The mounting clips will secure onto 
most belts up to 1-3/4” in width. During IWB use, the holster’s interior end 
is anchored into position with a flat style clip that maximizes concealability 
and helps secure the mag caddy into position when it’s attached (Figure 
11). The exterior end of light compatible models features an offset style 
clip. Nonlight or gun only models incorporate a raised style clip design. 
Each clip style was carefully designed to complement the different holster 
model PRD locations while optimizing grip acquisition and offering ride 
height adjustability. Additional IWB enhancement is presented by the Incog 
mounting clips’ integrated strut feature. The strut specifically enhances 
concealability for IWB wear by pulling the firearm grip into the body. The strut 
design includes three different shims sizes 1/8”, 1/4” and 3/8” for further 
concealment customization. The 1/4” strut shim is preinstalled. To swap out 
shims, depress the locking tab, from the back side of the clip, and slide the 
tab outwards, away from the holster body (Figure 12).
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